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When it comes to areas of your network to be concerned about, wireless is second, 

preceded only by user mistakes and/or intentional user misconduct.  

 

There are SIX main things that threaten the security of your network via wireless:  

1. Having old unsecured or under secured WiFi. 

2. Giving the wireless access key to your private network instead of your guest 

network.  

3. Using private devices that are not managed by network security and connect to your business network via 

wireless (or wired). 

4. Not changing all wireless access keys at least every month and use a scheme that is difficult to understand. 

5. Connecting to Social Networking, while on your business network (wireless or wired) using personal devices. 

 

Number six is complicated and is one of the most important aspects of wireless.  That is, that signals can travel through 

almost anything except conductive metal.  That means that the signal to your wireless is broadcast 24x7 all around your 

building for anyone outside to spend as much time as they like to hack your wireless.  What can you do? 

1. Limit the hours wireless works to business hours.  All business WiFi has this capability.  If your WiFi does not, it’s 

time to upgrade.  If employees come in during off-hours, they will have to use Cellular to access the Internet via 

their smart phones and company wired devices. 

2. Limit WiFi to specific MAC Addresses.  This only works for smaller businesses, but is extremely effective.  The 

only devices that can connect are the ones that have their MAC Addresses listed on the WiFi Access lists. 

3. Turn off the broadcast of your SSID of your WiFi.  That means that no one can see the name of your network, 

but it’s still there.  Only turn it on so that devices can connect, once they are connected, turn it off.   You can still 

connect if you know the SSID of the WiFi and the Key.  With this, never allow an employee to connect a device to 

the network; always have a trusted employee do it. 

4. Limit the range of your WiFi Signal.  This is extreme, but a surprising number of businesses are doing it for a 

variety of reasons. 

 

There are offices that have extensive, powerful wireless networking that show no signal outside the building.  Those 

buildings have been specially configured to keep wireless signals from escaping, but also from infiltrating in.  All metal 

buildings meet this criteria naturally.  Other buildings have to achieve this by a combination of special paint that has a 

high content of aluminum and iron particles suspended in the paint and treating the windows.  They either replace the 

windows with special glass that blocks all RF signals or add metallic film to achieve the same goal.  When you do this you 

block ALL cellular signals.  Some buildings add cellular repeaters for a specific frequency that does not allow WiFi signals 

to escape. 

 

What’s new? 

 

Several network security device manufacturers can now isolate threats to a device.  That’s right, if a device is brought 

into your network and connected either wired or wireless and it meets any one of several criteria that identifies it as a 

threat, the security system disables all communication to that device and sends a notice to the administrator. Right now 

this level of security is the exception, but it is not outrageously expensive and soon it will be the rule. 

 


